Course Description: This course provides the opportunity for both academic and experiential learning about three of Shakespeare's plays: *Romeo and Juliet*, *Hamlet*, and *King Lear*. Students will participate in intensive classroom study and discussion; Q&As with cast members of shows; and classroom visits via Zoom from renowned actors in the Stratford Festival Company. Shakespeare in Performance will examine the Shakespeare plays on Performance Plus in terms of stage history, performance choices, changing reception and social contexts. We will consider how Shakespeare, as Ben Jonson suggested, was “not of an age, but for all time” by looking at ways in which his plays continue to be relevant in our own era even as they are continually transformed and mediated through the lens of our understanding of theatre and the world.

At this historical moment, we will focus on the problem of disease in Shakespeare’s drama, since his theatre was more than once closed during outbreaks of the bubonic plague and since the plays on our list all deal in various ways with the idea of illness.

Our classes will be held via Zoom and course materials, assignments, and announcements will be available on OWL.

Readings and viewings for the class: please watch and read *Romeo and Juliet*, *Hamlet*, and *King Lear* on Performance Plus, as well as the Online Lectures posted on OWL and selected critical readings (listed below and available under Resources on OWL).

Class Schedule (please note that actor visits via Zoom are TBA):

**Week 1:**
- Monday, May 4: Introduction: Shakespeare’s Theatre and the Stratford Festival
- Tuesday, May 5: watch *Romeo and Juliet*
- Wednesday, May 6: *Romeo and Juliet* discussion: the disease of love and the plague
- Thursday, May 7: watch *Hamlet*
- Friday, May 8: *Hamlet* discussion: the antic disposition
- Saturday, May 9: *Hamlet* discussion: articles on disease in *Hamlet*
- Sunday, May 10: Mother’s Day—no class! Think about Gertrude
Week 2:

Monday, May 11: **Essay 1: in class, on Romeo and Juliet and Hamlet**

Tuesday, May 12: watch *King Lear*

Wednesday, May 13: *King Lear* discussion: Let me not be mad, sweet Heaven!

Thursday, May 14: *King Lear* discussion; articles on Lear and dementia

Friday, May 15: **Test**

Saturday, May 16: **Essay 2 Due**

---

**Essay Topics:**

**Essay 1:** In-class, Monday, May 11. Worth 20%. 1 hour, spend ½ hour on each passage. Open book.

Students will be asked to choose one passage from *Romeo and Juliet* and one from *Hamlet* and write a brief analysis of the passage in terms of literary and performance elements and relation to the play and performance as a whole. There will be a choice of two passages from each play.

Examples of literary elements: patterns of imagery, significant repetition, rhetorical devices such as paradox, language play such as puns, metaphors, similes, versification, soliloquies, irony

Examples of performance elements: lighting, sets, costumes, sound, music, props, blocking, levels of playing, fight choreography, dance choreography, make up, color, special effects

**Test:** In-class Friday, May 15, 2 hours, worth 40%. Format: short answer.

This test will involve short answers in full sentences to 20 questions (5 on each play) about *Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet,* and *King Lear,* as well as two bonus question on the history of the Stratford Festival. Open book. Timed and available on OWL.

**Essay 2:** Due Saturday, May 16, worth 40%: Write a 1500-word essay in which you present an argument that considers BOTH one of the articles we have read (see below) AND a performance of one of the plays we have studied. *Use MLA 8 format and cite carefully! Ask for help if you have any questions.*

---

**Selected Critical Readings:**


Dressel, Samantha. "Terror and Dementia in *King Lear.*" *Shakespeare Newsletter,* vol. 66, no. 2,


